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Commander Edward Curtis, leading a rag-tag group of rebel commandos, has successfully

recaptured his old ship, the Starcruiser Polaris, fighting his way through the Federation Fleet to

escape to uncharted space. Hunted across the galaxy, he elects to launch one devastating strike,

an attack that, if successful, will trigger the collapse of the corrupt leadership of the Terrestrial

Federation, and finally free the Colonies from oppression and tyranny.On Earth, the forces of the

Federation Parliament are preparing a counter-strike, forming a task force with orders to seek and

destroy Polaris, whatever the cost or collateral damage. That force is commanded by the best

tactician in the fleet, Commander Michael Curtis. Edward's son. Two of them will go into the battle.

Only one of them can survive. And the winner will determine the fate of the galaxy for the next

hundred yearsÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.'Nothing Left To Lose' is the second book in the Starcruiser Polaris saga, by

the author of the acclaimed Battlecruiser Alamo series.
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I zipped through this one so fast, it was over before I knew it. Then I realized I would now have to



wait for the next book to find out what happens next (I knew I should have read more slowly, but

hey, in my defense, it was a great book). Plenty of battle action kept my eyes fairly well glued to the

pages of the book, just to find out if my favourite pilots and the crew of Polaris survived. Some good

twists in the plot ramped up the tension and had me on the edge of my seat. Loved the characters

especially Saxon, Kani, Montgomery, Rojek, Edward "Teddy" Curtis and Michael Curtis to name a

few. Totally looking forward to the next book in the series (please, please make it soon Richard) :)

This guy can really write space stories. I have thoroughly enjoyed the first two books in this new

series. Terrific leading characters and exciting plot lines. If you like hard sci fi this is for you.

The characters and the situations are realistic. There is a lot of action in this book. You'll have to

overlook some typos but they are only a minor distraction.

I enjoyed this book thoroughly, it is so Blake's seven. Excellent character development quite a bit of

plot twists and great characters especially saxon, She reminds me so much of Avon. If you like

space Battles as well as ground fighting with plenty of intrigue you will enjoy this book I

recommended Harley. Can't wait for the next one.

Much better than the first book. I look forward to the third installment. Would like to see a bit more

characters developed other than the main one.

Yep the story continues and you have to keep wondering who is on what side! Did people really

convert? Traps, betrayals and ambushes it does get exciting. Looking forward to the next episode.

This sequel was no disappointmentIt gave as much action as the first by great characters with some

twists that made it more interesting

Like the early Alamo yet not just another carbon copy. If you liked the Alamo you'll enjoy this

one!The Deposed King
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